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Sammanfattning 
I dagens hårda verklighet så måste varje organisation koncentrera sig mer och mer på sin 
kärnkompetens, om det ska vara med ute och slåss på den allt hårdare marknaden. Ett sätt 
att göra detta är att börja använda sig av ett Vendor Managed Inventory (VMI) system.  

Ett VMI system med hjälp av Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) styr informations- och 
materialflödet mellan organisationen och dess leverantörer automatiskt. Detta betyder att 
leverantören får rätt information om sin kunds behov, och kan därmed planera tids- och 
kvantitetskorrekta leveranser till sin kund. Denna leverans görs automatiskt genom infor-
mationsdelningen så som lager nivåer, försäljningssiffror osv. överförs från distributören 
till leverantören.  

Vi har i denna kandidatuppsats koncentrerat oss på att undersöka om de positiva 
fördelarna som står i litteratur verkligen stämmer överens med upplevda fördelar som olika 
organisationer har uppmärksammat vid användningen av VMI. 

Frågan som styrt denna uppsats är följande; 

• Stämmer de fördelar som står i litteraturen överens med de upplevda fördelar som 
organisationer har märkt? 

För att få svar på vår fråga har vi använt oss av att intervjua två butikschefer om sina 
respektive företag. En intervju utfördes på en affär inom detaljhandeln och den andra 
utfördes i en matvarubutik. Intervjuerna användes för att få en djupare förståelse om vad 
de intervjuade tyckte om användandet av VMI, samt för att försöka förstå hur fördelarna 
av VMI har varit till fördel för deras företag.  

Efter att ha analyserat och jämfört de fördelar som vi fann i litteraturen med de upplevda 
fördelar funna hos de intervjuade organisationerna analyserade vi dem. Analysen visade att 
de fördelar som finns i litteraturen överensstämde med de upplevda fördelar som 
organisationerna har uppmärksammat. Vi kategoriserade fördelarna i tre skilda kategorier; 
kostnader, service och lager. Detta gjordes i tron på att det skulle underlätta för läsarna att 
lättare kunna skapa sig en överblick över vilka fördelar som fanns och för vilka område 
dessa fördelat påverkar. Många av de funna fördelarna kan dock påverka mer än ett 
område, det kan också skapas kedjereaktioner på vissa fördelar, fördelar föder nya fördelar. 

Likheterna mellan de insamlade fördelarna från litteraturen jämfört med de insamlade 
fördelarna från intervjuerna är slående, vi kan härmed säkerställa att de upplevda 
fördelarna från intervjuerna mycket väl överensstämmer med de fördelar som vi fann 
i litteraturen. 
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Abstract 
Today, the market is getting tougher and tougher and organisations need to concentrate 
more on the organisations core competence, to become successful and gain competitive 
advantage. One way to get this competitive advantage for an organisation is to start using 
Vendor Managed Inventory (VMI) system. 

A VMI system, with the help of Electronic Data Interchange (EDI), manages the 
informational and material flow between the distributor and the supplier by automation. 
This means that the supplier receives accurate information from the distributor, and can 
thereby plan deliveries of products when needed and at the right amount. These deliveries 
are done by automation and are based on the distributor’s shared information such as 
inventory- and sales figures. 

We have as a goal for this thesis to examine if the positive benefits described by literature 
do reflect those benefits with the benefits experienced by organisations. 

The following question will be discussed and answered during this thesis: 

• Do the benefits of a VMI system described in theories, match the benefits experienced 
by an organisation? 

To answer our question, we have interviewed two managers about their companies’ way to 
use VMI. One interview was performed at a store working in the retail market and the 
other interview was performed at a grocery store. The interviews were performed to 
receive a deeper understanding of what the managers think about VMI, and also to 
understand how these benefits have been beneficial for their company. 

After the interviews, we started to compare and analyse the benefits gathered from litera-
ture with the benefits experienced by the managers for the companies. The analysis and 
comparison proved that there is a similarity between the benefits gathered from literature 
and the benefits experienced by the interviewees. We decided to categorise the benefits into 
three different categories: costs, service and inventory. Believing that this categorization 
was a good way to get you as a reader to have a lucid overview of which the benefits are, 
and which area of business they are beneficial in. Many of the gathered benefits could af-
fect more than one area of business, and many cases benefits are created through chain re-
actions, benefits breeds new benefits.  

The similarity of the benefits collected from the empirical findings compared with 
the benefits from theories, are striking, and we can thereby concluded that the ex-



 

 

perienced benefits by an organization using a VMI system highly represents the 
benefits described in the theories from literature. 
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1 Introduction 
In this chapter we will describe the background to why we have chosen VMI systems as subject to this the-
sis. This chapter will also present our problems and purpose of the thesis. 

In recent years, technology developments within an organisation have gone through some 
strategic improvements, to better suit the hard reality out on today’s markets. Improve-
ments have been made in many different areas within the organisation, one of these areas 
of improvements is in supply chain technologies and processes such as vendor managed 
inventory (VMI) through electronic data interchange (EDI). To be able to compete on to-
day’s hard markets, organisations must develop something unique, something that they are 
better at than their competitors. To focus more on the organisation core activities is a way 
to be better than its competitors. The usage of a VMI system is one way to help the organi-
sation to be able to focus more on their core activities. Many benefits can be found in lit-
erature about the usage of a VMI system, but are these benefits, found in literature, really 
the ones that are experienced by an organisation? This is the question that will be re-
searched in this bachelor thesis within informatics.  
 
We have chosen to explore which benefits distributors notice when using a VMI system in 
their organization. We want to find out if these benefits mentioned by the theory, in this 
area, agree with what a distributor’s view of which benefits they have noticed in their own 
organisation from using a VMI system. We have directed our thesis to investigate the retail 
and grocery markets, with the belief that these are two markets that depend on smooth and 
secured processes of logistic to keep up a strong competitiveness front. Today, the cus-
tomers are getting harder to please and the need of secure processes in logistics is very im-
portant, to keep the business competition up-to-date. 

We have chosen to compare benefits mentioned by two different perspectives, the theo-
retical vs. the reality, and we are going to analyse if the benefits of a VMI system noticed by 
companies is in reality, agrees with the benefits described in the theory. 

We will begin to explain what the purpose of this thesis is and also what problems that we 
are going to answer in the end of this thesis. This is a big subject area to cover, and we 
have chosen to explain our delimitated of this thesis in an attempt to keep our focus on our 
main objective and to explain why certain things are included and certain things are not. 
The thesis will follow by what method we will use and an explanation of how we will reach 
our result by using this chosen method. It will also explain how our method is formalized 
and how we have designed our questions for our empirical research. Next, a theoretical 
chapter will be presented, explaining how a VMI system works and how it is used. We will 
also enter other theoretical areas that have an impact on VMI, such as information systems 
and supply chain knowledge. There will also be a part explaining the theory about VMI 
benefits and the categorization of benefits that we have done. This will follow by an em-
pirical chapter explaining what the companies being researched, says about VMI benefits. 
Finally, an analysis will be done followed by a final conclusion telling what the final answer 
of this thesis is. You will find figures mixed with the text on certain places to help you as a 
reader to understand the meaning better. These figures are easier to find by reading the ta-
ble of contents. Last part of the report is reserved for appendixes.  

1.1 Background 
A supply chain (SC) is defined as a link or a network of partners, who together convert in-
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puts of commodity and information, to an output in form of a finished product, according 
to Harrison & Hoek (2005). Furthermore, Harrison & Hoek (2005) are talking about that 
supply chains are usually compared to a river of streaming water, where the focus is at 
bring a finished product to the end consumer. 

The procedure of improving and coordinating the supply chain performance is called sup-
ply chain management (SCM). By using a manufacturer to be responsible for maintaining 
your company’s inventory level in order to perform SCM, is called Vendor Managed Inven-
tory (VMI). The idea behind using a VMI system is according to Taras (1999), to make the 
suppliers in charge of the distributor’s inventory, and the supplier will thereby have the re-
sponsibility for the distributor’s inventory levels. It is not the supplier that is the owner of 
the inventory in a VMI system, because that is still the distributor, but the supplier is in-
stead responsible for the inventory, meaning that the supplier need to follow up the cus-
tomers sales and take care of their stock and inventory levels. We will explain this further in 
the theoretical chapter of VMI.  

According to Williams (2000) there are two different ways how VMI works. The first way, 
is when the supplier visits the distributor face-to-face, to check the distributors inventory 
and make sure that everything is up-to-date. The second way described by Williams (2000), 
is when inventory is controlled through electronic information exchange. This information 
or data is sent electronically from the distributor to the supplier, and the supplier can 
thereby have total control over the distributor’s needs and inventory. This thesis will focus 
to explain the second way of using VMI, and the use of electronic data exchange. This way 
of handling VMI will be explained and focused on in the rest of the text. 

Turban et al. (2004) explains that VMI is the process of smoothen out the supply chain by 
letting the supplier control sales and stock information through electronic data, usually 
through EDI. EDI is usually defined as an application-to-application transfer of documents 
between businesses. This intends that electronic transfer of business documents occur be-
tween different business systems. VMI is used, according to Turban et al. (2004), by or-
ganisations because it is giving them less thing to manage and thereby less personnel to 
employ. Using VMI for their inventories gives the organisations a chance to focus more on 
their core competence, and therefore get a more efficient organisation in all different ways. 
VMI makes this possible by having a supplier taking care of the distributor’s inventory 
through electronic data interchange. 

Turban et al. (2004) also writes about that some problems with a good information and 
material flow in a supply chain are delays and unpredicted forecasts. This is one thing a 
VMI system is supposed to solve and that is why the VMI system got introduced the first 
place. By using a VMI system the distributors, according to Harrison & Hoek (2005), 
makes an agreement that a supplier will be responsible to handle and analyse the informa-
tion gathered and sent by the distributor, and to manage the material flow into the distribu-
tor’s organisation. This will bring better chances to have a more evenly demands and 
thereby less delays. This information flow is done quickly and smooth with electronic data 
exchanges through information systems. 

1.2 Specification of Problems 
Today, an organisation has to be able to concentrate on their core business competence to 
keep their competitiveness on the market. One way to strengthen their concentration on 
their core competence is by using a VMI system, which controls the flow of logistics be-
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tween suppliers and distributors. With VMI the organisation don’t need to waste their re-
sources on ordering products (looking over and planning the inventory all the time).  

There are theories in literature that are explaining what benefits a VMI system brings to or-
ganisations. We want to use those benefits mentioned in the theory, and compare them 
with the benefits noticed by active organisations. Does an organization share the same as-
sumptions about the benefits as those mentioned in the theory, or do organisations experi-
ence other benefits then the ones described in theories? 

The following question will be discussed and answered during this thesis. 

• Do the benefits of a VMI system described in theory, match the benefits experi-
enced by an organisation? 

1.3 Purpose  
The purpose of this thesis is to discover the benefits experienced by a company when using 
a VMI system, and how these benefits reflect the benefits described in literature. 

1.4 Delimitations 
We have chosen to delimitate this thesis by focusing on explaining the VMI process by us-
ing electronic transfer of information. We have also focused on the distributor’s end, when 
speaking about benefits, and not the suppliers end in the VMI process. 

The usage of a VMI system also brings some problems and obstacles to an organization, 
but we have delimitated us to leave these problems outside this thesis, and focus on the 
benefits. 

1.5 Definitions 
ERP: (Enterprise Resource Planning) An information system that integrates all 
manufacturing and related applications for an entire enterprise.( Turban et al., 2004) 

MRP: (Materials Requirement Planning) A production and inventory system that deter-
mines the production schedule, production batch sizes, and inventory needed to complete 
final products.( Turban et al., 2004)
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2 Method 
In this chapter we will discuss why we chose the interview method for this thesis. Also included in this chap-
ter is the selection of interview objects, the structure of the interviews, and the interview guidelines. This has 
been done to easier find your way trough the method chapter and increase the knowledge of what and why we 
chose to perform our method in this way. 

Using a method to collect the correct information is crucial for this thesis. The correct in-
formation is crucial to fulfil the purpose of our thesis. It gives us the opportunity to draw 
correct conclusions based on the information gathered. Holme & Solvang (1997) mentions 
that a method is a tool to reach the objective that is set by the research questions. Every-
thing that can help us on the way to achieve our goals is a method. We used this informa-
tion and decided to commit a qualitative researched because we believe that our purpose 
for this thesis is best answered with answers gathered from a qualitative research.  

Holme & Solvang (1997) says that a qualitative research is distinguished by having a few 
objects in the research to get a deeper perspective on the subject in focus. Our qualitative 
research will be based on interviews, semi-conducted interviews. A semi-conducted inter-
view tends to be smoother and much more flexible than a structured interview. Commit-
ting a semi-conducted interview would give us more room for own questions depending on 
what answers the interviewees will give us, according to Daymon (2002). As we are per-
forming an interview we must keep focus on what the interviewees are saying, why they are 
saying it and then how we interpret their answers.  

We can now summarize that by using interviews, we will get a better and deeper under-
standing of how a manager of an organisation experiences the benefits of a VMI system. 
We will then take the gathered information, from the interviews, and compare it to the 
facts in literature.  

How we interpret the interviewees answers is based on, according to Holme & Solvang 
(1997), what our past experiences are, called a normative view, and if we understand the in-
terviewees answers correctly. Another thing mentioned is that it is important to be objec-
tive when interviewing. This makes it very important for us, as researchers, to put these 
normative feelings at the side, and bring out an objective interpretation of what the inter-
viewees really are saying.  Having a complete objective study is what we would like to have 
for this thesis, but it is not really possible to achieve because it is very easy to bring out our 
preconceived ideas when interpreting the answers. The important thing for us to keep in 
mind is to be aware of our normative thoughts, so we can have our values vs. real facts. By 
working these two important normative and objective thoughts together, we will be able to 
bring out a more accurate study. 

2.1 Selection of interview objects 
We have done a selection of companies, to finally find appropriate companies to conduct 
our interview on. To do this, we started to call around to companies in the Jönköping area 
with the hope to find some companies that would agree to contribute with their knowledge 
to our thesis. We did a delimitation of geographical area, and focused to find companies 
nearby Jönköping to commit a face-to-face interview with them. The demands we had on 
the companies we contacted, were that they are using a VMI system with electronic data in-
terchange. When getting in contact with some of the companies matching our criteria’s, we 
started to call around to them and asked if these criteria’s collected did match their com-
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pany. If this was the case, we explained what our purpose was and if they would agree to be 
interviewed by us. The companies also had to be willing to share the information needed to 
complete our study, which is share information of their VMI system and how it is working. 
We offered all companies to be anonymous.  

2.2 The structure of our interviews 
The starting point, according to Holme & Solvang (1997), of using a qualitative interview is 
to build a relationship of trust between the interviewer and the interviewed objects. This re-
lationship will make the interviewees feel more secure, and they will then relax and thereby 
provide us with more usable information. It is still very important to interpret all answers 
through an objective point of view. 

Since we decided that our qualitative interview is a semi-conducted interview, it is not 
fixed, but rather flexible and the results will be the opinions of the interviewee. This is used 
because an interviewee should be able to guide how the interview should develop by an-
swering in a way, which creates new questions, according to Holme & Solvang (1997). We 
will in this way receive more valuable information from the interview. The key to a success-
ful interview is to be able to change our questions while the interview is proceeding, and 
thereby developing the interview as it is moving along. Furthermore Holme & Solvang 
(1997) talks about our questions to the interviewee, have to be flexible, personalized and 
easy to understand, to get results that will give us as much data as possible for us to work 
with. 

We will be using an interview method to get answers answering questions like “why” and 
“how”, to get a deeper knowledge of how the interviewees thinks and feels. We have de-
cided to only interview two companies, we think that the information gathered from these 
interviews will give us enough information to start comparing these benefits with the bene-
fits gathered from the literature. These companies will be distributors and the questions at 
hand will be about what benefits the companies have experienced from using a VMI sys-
tem. More information of how these questions have been designed is explained in the next 
part, designing the interviews.  

At the interview, we will ask questions and record the answers on tape to be able to go 
back and listen to the answers again. This will give us a chance to listen to the interviews 
more times, making it easier for us to get a more objective and correct view on the answer. 

2.2.1 Designing the interviews 
By using an interview guide, we have ensured that we will collect the same sort of data in-
dependent of who is interviewing and who is being interviewed.   

Daymon (2002) talks about that the sequences of questions in a semi-conducted interview 
are depending on which person being interviewed, and what responses she or he might 
give. When using a well-organized interview guide we will gather similar information de-
spite that the sequence of questions are different. As mention earlier we will use semi-
conducted interviews to try to understand how people think and feel about certain things, 
questions used in a semi-conducted interview should therefore be very straightforward. We 
want to use their knowledge to get a deeper understanding in the areas we are studying.     

There are certain things you should do when you commit an interview and certain things 
you shouldn’t do. Daymon (2002) mention both what good interview questions should be 
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like, she also mention some sort of question you shouldn’t ask. Good interview questions 
are when you are able to guide the responses so you will get that information you are look-
ing for. We will that follow her advice and ask the questions that are clear and understand-
able, so both we as the interviewer and the interviewee understands the questions and that 
both parties are interpreting the questions the same way. Something to remember is to 
never asking more than one question at a time, it only makes the interviewed person con-
fused on what the question is about and which of the questions to answer. Clear and 
straightforward asked questions are what counts. Finally Daymon (2002) mention, that it is 
very important that the interviewer speaks the same language as the interviewed person, no 
jargon or technical terms are to be used in the interview.  We will design our interviews 
based in these facts. 

2.3 Analysing the data 
The difference using qualitative study rather than a quantitative study is that the answers in 
a qualitative interviewed are not converted into numbers, according to Holter & Kalleberg 
(1982). The trust and the nearness to the interviewee will give us more relevant interpreta-
tions. The qualitative research will bring a valid result but not always a reliable result. 
Holme & Solvang (1997) mention that the reliability may differ when the study evolves and 
the reports focus changes during the way. It may also be less reliable when different inter-
viewed objects say different things that are not entirely true. This is something we will have 
in mind while working analysing the result of our interviewees. 
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3 Theoretical Framework 
In this chapter, different theoretical explanations will be done to further explain the underlying elements that 
are making a VMI system to work.  

The theoretical framework is where we will explain how literature explains the different 
concepts that are being used in our study. We will discuss about supply chain, SC, and sup-
ply chain management, SCM, what it is and how it works. Followed by what electronic data 
interchange, EDI, stands for. These concepts will help you as a reader to understand what 
vendor managed inventory, VMI, is and how it is used, but also why it is used. Finally to 
give you an overall picture, an explanation will be done, how these three concepts are con-
nected and how they work together. There will also be an important part, in the VMI sec-
tion, describing benefits with VMI, mentioned from literature. This is done to illustrate 
what theories in literature say, before we start to compare the facts with what the compa-
nies say. 

3.1 Supply Chain 
This section will explain how different concepts such as supply chain, supply chain man-
agement and logistics are connected and why these concepts are important for this thesis. 

Harrison & Hoek, (2005) defines a supply chain as a group of partners who together con-
vert inputs of a commodity and information, to an output in form of a finished product. 
This output can be defined as either a product or a service. Supply Chain is according to 
Harrison & Hoek (2005) usually compared to a river of flowing water, where the focus is to 
bring all the energy down to the end consumer, meaning that the river should flow in one 
static stream without irregularities.  

Turban et al. (2004) mentions that a supply chain is built up out of 3 parts: Upstream, In-
ternal and Downstream.  

Where the upstream supply chain includes, according to Turban et al. (2004), all the activi-
ties between a manufacturing company and its supplier, and these suppliers are usually 
manufacturers, assemblers or both. The important activity in the upstream is procurement, 
which is the set of activities performed as part of an acquisition process for example the 
functions of purchasing, inventory control, transportation and receiving stock. The dis-
tributor is ordering from the supplier, who delivers material to the distributor. The chain 
reaches from the raw material down to the internal supply chain. 

The internal supply chain is defined, by Turban et al. (2004), as the in-house processing. 
This is better explained as the processes to transform the inputs coming from the upstream 
chain into the outputs leaving the distributor. The main focus here in the internal supply 
chain is production management, manufacturing and inventory control. It is here, impor-
tant to have a working logistics flow from the suppliers to reduce delays. 

The final part of the supply chain is according to Turban et al. (2004) referred to as the 
downstream supply chain. It is here where the outputs from the internal supply chain are 
reaching the end customer. The focus here is on distribution, warehousing, transportation, 
and after sale services. 
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Figure 3-1 Relationship in the supply chain (Stack et al., 1997) 

The three steps explained above are all defining the flow from upstream to downstream in 
the supply chain. To manage and to get this to flow as good as possible, the need of con-
trolling and planning all these processes are necessary. Figure 1 is showing how these three 
steps are connected through a visual understanding. Although we want to correct the sup-
ply chain management arrow in the picture, because we would rather have the arrow called 
only, supply chain. This is because it is the supply chain that is being explained from end to 
end, and not the supply chain management that will be explained next in the text. 

Supply Chain Management (SCM) is defined by Harrison & Hoek (2005) as the controlling 
and planning of all the processes that links partners in a supply chain together in order to 
serve needs of the end-customer. It is planning and coordination of both material and in-
formation to please the end consumer. To please the end customer means that he/she will 
receive the product or service on time with no implications. Although if a delivery is late, 
then the line of coordination in both material and information will be disturbed, and risk 
for losing the order and goodwill is at risk. This is why logistics and information is impor-
tant part of supply chain management. 

Logistics is defined by Harrison and Hoek (2005), as the task of coordinating material flow 
and information flow across the supply chain. Planning and coordinating is in need of a 
good information flow, and the information flow must be working both upstream in the 
form of demand signals, and downstream in form of demand fulfilments. Having  success-
ful logistics are made by having a good information flow of demands and a good material 
flow in products or raw material to keep delays out of the picture. 

Turban et al. (2004) writes about problems that could happen in the in supply chain, and 
the biggest problems found in the supply chain are miscalculated demand forecasts and 
miscommunication. The demand forecasts are containing information such as customer 
behaviour, customer needs, prices, and technological developments, and this is done easier 
with the help of information technology. Being good partners (supplier and distributor) will 
improve the collaboration, improve the communication and produce more accurate de-
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mand forecasts. 

Another big and well-known problem in a supply chain is the so-called bullwhip effect, 
which is when the information upstream and downstream is erratic. The bullwhip effect 
means according to Harrison & Hoek, (2005), that the demand changes from time to time 
and gets amplified from one supplier to the next. The demand forecast is now poor be-
cause of different demands are travelling up and down the supply chain. One example of 
this that Harrison & Hoek, (2005) mention, is that a distributor is trying to get lower trans-
portation costs through larger orders, giving an irregularly ordering process and the de-
mand gets uneven. This brings false demand forecasts and thereby unnecessary inventory. 
This can be helped through collaboration, making this false demand forecast disappear. If a 
good collaboration is a fact, then the deliveries will cover what the distributors need, and 
the distributors do not need to order a large quantity to save money on transports. More 
on this further on. 

To manage several business partners, many different business processes, several depart-
ments and most likely a numerous of different customers, is difficult. To manage all these 
processes manually is not just difficult but almost impossible, and that is why organisations 
are using information technology to help them out. Turban et al. (2004) gives examples of 
software that can be of assistance are; Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP), SCM with in-
cluding Materials Requirement Planning (MRP) systems. Other solutions while using in-
formation technology are order taking, order fulfilment, electronic payments, minimized 
inventories and collaborated commerce. More of this will be discussed while explaining the 
software models used for electronic data interchange, EDI.  

3.2 Electronic data interchange 
EDI is defined by IBM Redbooks (2003) as a concept that has been in business-related use 
for more than 30 years. It is a broadly accepted concept by companies all over the world, as 
the way to electronically exchange business documents. Pitlak (2002) calls this phenomena 
paperless exchange. 

Turban et al. (2004) says that EDI as application to application transfer of documents be-
tween businesses. This intends as electronic transfer of business documents between dif-
ferent business systems. EDI is using a specially formatted standard making it possible for 
different business systems to communicate and transfer documents between each other. 
Thanks to these standards, the systems can be integrated and speak to each other. Intel 
Corp (1998) stated that a lot of companies choose EDI as a fast, secured and cheap way to 
send purchase orders, invoice, shipping and other used business documents.
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An example of a business process using EDI: 

 

Figure 3-2 EDI and the business cycle (IBM Redbooks, 2003) 

The picture above shows a stream of actions and data between a customer and a supplier. 
According to IBM Redbooks (2003) this is usually done as a customer starts by requesting 
a quote. The supplier will send the quote requested back to the customer, and then the cus-
tomer will decide from this quote if a request for a purchase order to the supplier should 
be sent or not. 

The information exchange is often handled by a purchasing system from the customer’s 
side, and a sales system from the supplier’s side. The supplier arranges the goods to be de-
livered to the customer, and is then sending out a shipping notice to the customer. After 
the goods are shipped the supplier sends an invoice to the customer says IBM Redbooks 
(2003).  

Using EDI between two companies, IBM Redbooks (2003) indicates that the systems have 
to be integrated at each end. The systems that are used by the warehouse or the accounting 
department have to know when the purchasing department creates a purchase order. When 
looking from a companies view, the EDI is integrating all the different departments in an 
organisation and makes different business processes done by automation. 

Pitlak (2002) says that implementing EDI benefits both the sender and the receiver. It is a 
mutual effort, and sharing information in a timely manner maximizes its benefits. Accord-
ing to Pitlak (2002) benefits are, among others,  reduced possessing cycle time, reduced pa-
per work, reduced costs (time is money), better planning and reduced inventories, better 
business processes and the availability of data in electronic form. 
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3.3 Vendor Managed Inventory 
The means of using a distributor to be responsible for maintaining a company’s inventory 
level is called Vendor Managed Inventory. VMI is a process to smooth out the supply 
chain by controlling the information flow through EDI. The distributor owns the inven-
tory, but it is the supplier that runs the re-supplying of the inventory through the use of a 
VMI system. The supplier are responsible to follow up the customer’s sales and take care 
of the distributor stock and inventory levels, this is the main reason companies use VMI 
(Taras, 1999). 

Williams (2000) says in his report, that suppliers working with VMI standards will have the 
responsibility for the customer’s inventory throughout the whole supply chain. This can 
take shape in two different ways. 

The first and simplest way is that the supplier visits the distributors face to face and during 
these visits re-supplies their inventory. This is done to keep the distributors inventory level 
as up-to-date as possible and to make sure that the distributors always have goods in stock. 
The distributor does not have to buy any goods themselves through sending a purchase or-
der, because they are being re-supplied by automation by their supplier.  

The second VMI standard Williams (2000) is talking about is the kind of VMI where in-
formation is downloaded from the distributor’s computer system to the supplier via EDI. 
It is this kind of VMI this report will take under consideration. The supplier can at all times 
follow the distributors inventory levels and the distributor gets to be as up-to-date as pos-
sible without having to do anything. When inventory levels are sinking below a certain 
point or the inventory is out of date, the distributor’s inventory will be re-supplied by the 
supplier. The information downloaded about the distributor’s inventory is analysed and the 
supplier can determine what specific inventory items that should be re-supplied. The sup-
plier can also with help of the information gathered make a reliable forecast and thereby 
easier plan for the future. 

When using a VMI system suppliers will receive orders from the distributor based on many 
different factors. According to Hall (2002), CEO at Enterprise Data Management, the 
process of procurement of material in a VMI system, is done through moving the pro-
curement of goods one step upstream in the supply chain, meaning that it is the supplier 
that are buying the goods for the distributor. The whole idea behind using a VMI system, 
according to Hall (2002), is to make the supplier in charge of the inventory. The supplier 
will have the responsibility for the distributor’s inventory level, what refill rates are to be 
used, transaction costs and all the information behind an order. It is not the distributor that 
makes the purchase order, but rather the supplier’s obligation to make the necessary orders 
on time and based on the right information gathered from the distributor. The supplier is 
in charge of the inventory status and has to make sure the inventory levels are satisfying 
and that products are in stock when needed. 

Hall (2002) discusses in his report that all necessary information from the distributor is sent 
to the supplier on a pre-arranged schedule, so the supplier knows when to order and how 
much to order. All orders must be based on information from the distributor and then it is 
up to the VMI system to take over the control. A VMI system generates orders based on 
certain criterions and objectives that are mutually agreed on before between the supplier 
and the distributor. These criterion's can be the size of the inventory levels, fill rates and 
other important objectives that the distributor requires. Hall (2002) also states in his report 
that it’s important that these criterion's and objectives are well thought through and that 
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the supplier and the distributor have established a good relationship and collaboration. This 
is important because if the distributor anticipates a raise on demand, they will be able to in-
form the supplier so more goods are ordered, and no erratic flow is interrupting the supply 
chain. 

The following figure will try to show and summarize how a VMI system works:  

Figure 3-3 How a VMI system works (Roberts, 2005) 

The first and most important factor for the VMI system to work is that the data that is ex-
changed between the supplier and the distributor are frequent and very accurate. The data 
send by the distributor to the supplier mostly contains information about the distributor’s 
inventory levels and usage, but also other important information is included in these files. 
The most important factor shown in arrow 1 is the future forecast of deliveries. By having 
the distributors’ forecast at hand at an early stage, the supplier can more easily arrange the 
re-supplying, planning and organising with the production line, and other companies, so 
that the supplier always have goods on hand when the distributor needs it 

The suppliers manage their distributors’ forecasts (arrow 2). Advanced Shipping Notice, 
ASN, is a transaction that indicates that a shipment has been done by the supplier (arrow 
3). 

The only time goods are moved in the chain is when goods are shipped from the supplier 
to the distributor (arrow 4), and are based on the information from the distributor. It is 
very important that these shipments are based on accurate data so no items are missing or 
too few are sent. When the shipment is completed the inventory levels are updated and a 
receipt confirmation (arrow 5), is sent from the distributor to the supplier finishing the 
shipment. An important factor in the shipments process is that all other information that is 
associated with the financial transactions must flow throughout the chain with minimal 
human interaction. Problems can always occur, so having automatic alerts or other notifica-
tions are very important. These alerts must be sent to the right person so these problems 
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can be solved before the potential inventory problem becomes a crisis. 

Pull part as shown in arrow 6 is where the distributor’s inventory levels become updated 
with the new goods that arrived from the supplier. When the inventory levels are updated 
and the shipment is completed, data is sent to the supplier from the distributor with infor-
mation on the new inventory levels and that the shipment is completed (arrow 7). After the 
inventory levels are updated and the shipment is completed its time for invoicing (arrow 8). 
This is being done electronically by using EDI. As we earlier wrote, it is important that fi-
nancial transactions must flow throughout the chain with minimal human interaction. Final 
step in the chain is the payment (arrow 9).      

3.3.1 Benefits of VMI 
When a VMI system is implemented in a company, the benefits of the VMI system can 
over a longer period of time be seen. We have in this report categorised these benefits into 
three different categories; costs, service and inventory. We have made our categorisation af-
ter exploring and reviewing different sources, such as books and articles from different au-
thors, and reviewed the fact from these sources. These facts meaning has been simplified 
and listed with all the other benefits. We have after that been able to see what the benefits 
are all about, we could also that see that some benefits are about costs, some are about in-
ventory changes and some are about delivering better service to another. That is why we 
categorised these benefits into three different categories. The one thing that we also no-
ticed is that most of these benefits mentioned are usually not only under one category, be-
cause one benefit is affecting business processes and is thereby creating new benefits. Al-
though we believe that this categorization was a good way to get you as a reader to have a 
better overview of what the benefits are beneficial for.    

3.3.1.1 Costs 
Both Kuk (2004) and Waller et al. (2004) discusses that cost reductions is one of the most 
important benefits when using a VMI system. Waller et al. (2004) explains that when using 
a VMI system, companies will lower their costs by using a more efficient method to refill 
their inventories. Earlier, many companies used the end-of-month re-filling method, which 
mean that the distributor filled up the inventory levels on speculation of demand for that 
month. The goal was to get rid of the inventory before the end of the month. Success was 
measured by how much inventory that was left in the end of the month and how big the 
inventory turnover rate was. By using VMI, a company do not need to order a monthly set 
of inventory since the inventory is continuously re-supplied by their supplier when needed. 
This measurement of success is therefore gone, and less inventory gives less capital tie up. 
Ireland & Crum (2005) also mention this dilemma with the old way to measure success. 
They too say that automatic deliveries from suppliers increases the inventory turnover lead-
ing to less inventory in stock and less warehouse space, giving less capital tie up. 

Dr Kuk explains in his article that by using a VMI system, inventory holdings and inven-
tory levels have been reduced because of the information exchange between supplier and 
distributor. He says that companies (distributors in this case), don’t have to care about or-
dering inventory because they are re-supplied when needed and with the correct amount 
decided by a demand forecast. This brings faster inventory turns, which lower the inven-
tory costs. 

Turban et. Al (2004) says that costs can be saved through having fewer personnel to em-
ployee because of less planning costs. The planning cost is referred to the cost of time and 
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money to both make sure that the supplier can deliver every month, and to perform work 
for demand forecasts. This workload is more or less removed with VMI, and fewer em-
ployees are needed and the company saves costs in both time and money. 

Kumar & Kumar (2003) also explain that having less stock outs will lead to products at the 
right place at the right time, satisfying the end customers whom will continue buying, and 
ending up in an increase of sale.   

Long lead times increases the demand uncertainty, forcing the company to have a larger 
safety- or a buffer stock. Williams (2000) further explains this to be a key improvement, 
because by reducing the lead-time means better information exchange. By exchanging in-
formation in a better way, Williams (2000) agrees that the inventory level for buffer stock 
will be lowered and less capital will be tie up. Williams (2000) explains this with that many 
unforeseen things can happen between six months and six days.    

By having a VMI system in a company, the company will lower their costs through: 

• Less stock hold ups giving less warehouse space, leading to less capital tie up. 

• Continuously being re-supplied when needed leading to less stock outs and up-to-date 
products. 

• Better information exchange gives more accurate deliveries and demand forecasts, re-
sulting in less buffer stock. 

3.3.1.2 Service 
The service benefits are divided into service between the supplier-distributor and service to 
the end-customer. Although the end-customer are almost always benefiting from the sup-
plier-distributor service benefits too, and we will show this bellow. 

Fox (1996) explains that service to the distributor from the supplier has improved by using 
VMI via EDI. This is based on when direct sales figures from e.g. the cash register are sent 
directly to the supplier, and the supplier can supply inventory to the distributor with better 
accuracy. 

Both Waller et al. (2004) and Kuk (2004) agrees on that improved accuracy of sent infor-
mation, improved availability to capture real-time information, delivery of daily download 
of information will bring more accurate deliveries of stock from the supplier to the dis-
tributor. Waller at al. (2004) does also explain how the end-customer will get advantage of 
improved service. They discuss that all the reasons mentioned above will lead to fewer de-
livery crises, less stock outs and less fire sales. To conclude, Waller et al. say that the end-
customer will always find products on the shelves and that the products will always be up-
to-date. This will result in goodwill for the distributor and their sales will increase. Stock 
outs due to delivery crises and fire sale due to bad forecasting often lead to bad will and in, 
worst cases, lose customers to their competitors. 

Williams (2000) explains that having a VMI system with a supplier will improve customer 
retention. This is explained by the cost of merging a VMI relationship with a supplier is big, 
and the relationship that it must work is crucial for the money spent. This will hopefully 
build a strong and long relationship between the two parts and better service to each will 
be created. 

Turban et al. (2004) mentions that when using a VMI system the distributor has no de-
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mand forecasting to do, leading to one less activity to handle within the company, and this 
will bring more focus on the core activities creating better service for the customers. Giv-
ing the company a chance to be more focused on their core competence, becoming a more 
efficient company. 

By having a VMI system in a company, the company will improve their service through: 

• Through electronic information exchange the distributor will be able to provide better 
service towards their customers. 

• More accurate information exchange results in more accurate deliveries. More accu-
rate deliveries equal fewer delivery crises, less stock outs, less fire sales and always 
products on the shelves. 

• Better service for all parties involved through better relationship bonds. 

• Better focus on the core competence, resulting in better service in the company’s 
products. 

3.3.1.3 Inventory 
When we are talking about inventory and VMI in the same context, the word “reduce” is 
the most commonly used word by the authors. Kumar & Kumar (2003) describes that 
companies will not only reduce inventory, they will also reduce stock-outs, reduce forecast 
planning by the distributor and the purchasing activities. Reduced inventory is according to 
Kumar & Kumar (2003) the most obvious reason to choose VMI. They further explain 
that the supplier always will have better control of the distributor than if the distributor 
should control the inventory themselves. Using VMI will also reduce stock-outs, the sup-
plier will always be updated with accurate information from the distributor, about their in-
ventory levels and minimizing the risk of stock-outs. The last activities Kumar & Kumar 
(2003) describes is, reduced forecast planning and purchasing activities. These two impor-
tant activities are being taken care of by the supplier, instead of the distributor. Supplier re-
ceives information from the distributor and can thereby create orders from that informa-
tion and predict future demands. These thoughts about the reducing demand uncertainty 
are also shared by Fox (1996). She mentions that large and unexpected demands will disap-
pear when the supplier takes control over the sales information sent from the distributor. 
This will help the distributor since both the supplier and distributor doesn’t need to have a 
buffet stock for just-in-case situations. 

By having a VMI system in a company, the company will reduce their inventory through: 

• Better and more accurate information gives more accurate deliveries in time and 
quantity, leading to faster inventory turnovers and less buffer stock. 

• Reduce inventory giving reduced warehouse area. 

• Reduced stock outs because of fewer delivery crises. 

• Better control of the inventory 
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3.4 Connection between concepts 
This section will cover how the concepts SC, EDI and VMI are connected and how they 
are used together to create efficiency. We have summarized these connections in a figure, 
(figure 4). This figure is explaining how these three concepts work together and we want to 
bring out how these concepts work and which part of the supply chain that they are active 
in. 

In the book, Logistics Management and Strategy, Harrison & Hoek, 2005 describes that the 
supply chain, and this is the flow of how material and information moves up and down be-
tween suppliers and distributors and this flow finally reach an end customer as a product or 
a service. Trying to manage this flow and make the flow move smoother through coopera-
tion, controlling and planning the processes between business partners in a supply chain is 
defined as supply chain management. Turban et al. (2004) define Vendor Managed Inven-
tory is a tool to smooth out the information flow for the supplier and the material flow for 
the distributor. This action will smooth out the supply chain and make demand forecasts 
more accurate and with less delays. The supplier is using an EDI system, which also will be 
integrated at the distributors end. This system will control inventory levels, sales figures 
etc., to have total control of their distributors inventory. The supplier will receive a notifi-
cation when the distributor’s inventory is out of date or on the urge of being empty and is 
in a need of being refilled. The distributor can with other words use the information tech-
nology system to control and plan the distributor’s inventory with help of electronic data. 

The distributor on the other hand have more or less no idea of when the supplier will come 
and what the supplier will refill in their inventory storage, according to Hall (2002). Intel 
Corp. (1998) describes that the distributor is connected to EDI and they are sharing busi-
ness information with their supplier. They might also use EDI for purchase orders, invoice, 
shipping and other used business documents to communicate electronically, making it eas-
ier and more convenient. Turban et al. (2004) says by using a VMI system agreement with a 
supplier, the distributor may concentrate on the core organizational purpose, and thereby 
generate a more efficient organisation. 

How theses concepts are connected will be showed in the figure below 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3-4 Connection between SC, EDI and VMI, authors own reflection 
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4 Empirical Findings 
This chapter will present the empirical data collected from the case study of two separate interviews. The 
overall structure of the chapter is based upon the information of each interview.  

The empirical study is based on two different interviews in two different businesses. Both 
interview objects have chosen to be anonymous. We picked two businesses in two different 
areas to get a picture as true as possible.    

4.1 Interview at Company A 
Company A is in the retail market where they have approximately 15,000 products that has 
to be overlooked and ordered. The company is established in many Swedish- and Nordic 
cities and are well known by the Swedish citizens. They have both sales though local stores 
as well as by mail order. Having 59 stores Nordic wide, and are at the moment employing 
over 2,000 employees. 

Company A uses VMI inventory maximum- and minimum level per product. The quantity 
level is minimizing by one, when a product is checked out through the cash register. When 
the minimum level is reached, an automatic signal is sent to the supplier whom delivers a 
new order. The order quantity is pre-decided and the order is checked in to the product 
registry on arrival at the store. 

How the VMI system works for Company A can be seen in the figure below (figure 4-1). 
Company A has a main supplier that supports and delivers products to the store. The main 
supplier has many suppliers that handle all the transportations and deliveries of products to 
the main supplier’s warehouse. The main supplier and Company A has a very good com-
munication,  and this is vital for the success of Company A. All the information that can be 
gathered from Company A is shared with their main supplier. The information and product 
flow throughout the whole supplier chain is very important, every part of the supplier chain 
is equally important for the success of Company A. The chain is not stronger than its 
weakest link. Information is shared upstream in the chain, giving the supplier the knowl-
edge what is required of them. All the products and commodities are going downstream  in 
the chain, where the products finally reach Company A's warehouse.   
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Figure 4-1 How the VMI system works for Company A, author’s illustration 

Company A describes that the most important benefits are the decrease in local warehouse 
space, automatic ordering, automatic registration of data for statistics, a good overview of 
sales and inventory with the information system, and delivery accuracy through timeliness 
and correct amount. Although Company A says that the biggest benefit for them using 
VMI is the delivery accuracy. This is being possible by using an information system to han-
dle orders and communication electronically and automatically. Minimum human interac-
tion is the goal when using this system. 

This has given Company A a better guarantee to always have a wide range of assortment in 
the store, in this case Company A has a 98 % assortment guarantee for 15,000 different 
products. The 2 % margin is due to supplier problems or non-available products. This 
would not have been a possible to handle by the old manual system. Delivery accuracy has 
also brought the benefit to have a minimum amount of items in stock and have thereby 
been able to minimize their warehouse space in the store to almost none. They also explain 
that their store is their warehouse and that their only local warehouse space is the products 
on the shelves. 

Having an information system to handle orders, registration, statistics, ordering quantities 
etc. is a great help for the company, and doing this manually would not be possible. Em-
ployees have not been negative to this transformation, but rather excited to learn how it 
works. All full time employees know how the system works and can handle their part of 
the product assortment with the information system. 

Having a delivery accuracy is deliberately pointing to having products on the shelves at all 
times and stock-outs are almost non-existence. This has brought a lot of positive feedback 
from consumers, saying that Company A has a big assortment and always stock at hand. 
Receiving this kind of feedback have build up their goodwill and is influencing their sale. 

One thing that the manager of Company A has realised is that employees don’t really see 
that having stock and good delivery accuracy is all about economy. They do not see the real 
economical reason why the company use VMI, as the managers see, but rather the conven-
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ient reason, which a VMI system provides them with. Having less buffer stock, and thereby 
less warehouse space, gives the company an opportunity to have less capital tie up. 

To conclude the interview, the benefits for company A are: 

• Delivery accuracy through timeliness and correct amount. 

• Decrease in local warehouse space. 

• Automatic ordering. 

• Automatic registration of data for statistics. 

• Good overview of sales and inventory with the information system. 

• Products on the shelves at all times. 

• Stock-outs are almost non-existence. 

• Less buffer stock. 

• Less warehouse space. 

• Less capital tied up in products. 

4.2 Interview at Company B 
Company B is in the grocery market where they have approximately 70,000 perishable to 
overlook. The most important aspect in this area of business is that the products have a 
best before dates, which has to be included in the daily logistic operations and planning. 
Company B is one of the leading retailing companies in the Nordic market, having over 
2,600 stores Nordic wide. Company B is employing around 17,000 workers at these stores.  

Company B is also using VMI inventory maximum- and minimum level per product. Every 
time a product goes through the cash register one item from the inventory level will be re-
duced. Every product has a pre-decided minimum level so the system knows when a prod-
uct reaches the minimum level, and how many to order to match the maximum level for 
that product. The system then sends a signal to the supplier with the product information 
so that the supplier always knows what product that is ordered. Company B has a rule that 
the ordered product must be on the shelves in 24hours after that the signal is sent.  When 
the product arrives to the store it is checked in and the new product information is sent 
and thereby updating the system. When working with groceries, it is very important that 
products are up-to-date so they always are fresh.  

Company B is having an information system that can handle everything from orders to 
gathering information about a specific product. Handling over 7,000 different products and 
product information manually would be impossible, says the manager of Company B. It is 
very important that information data about specific products are reviewed so that the right 
amounts of items are ordered.   

Company B has many suppliers in comparison to Company A, and every supplier are con-
nected with Company B through their VMI system. The suppliers are limited to handle and 
see the products and the inventory level belonging to them. Planning and analysing future 
demand is a big workload for the company manager, and without proper planning and 
analysing together with the company’s suppliers, the usage of the VMI system would be in 
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vain. How this flow works can be seen in figure 4-2. The figure visualizes how the suppliers 
are bringing inventories to Company B, and how the supplier's are receiving forecasts, 
product statistics, inventory levels and sales figures from Company B. 

 

Figure 4-2 How the VMI system works for Company B, author’s illustration 

By having an up-to-date inventory level, stock-outs are very rare. This is seen as the biggest 
benefit when using a VMI system according to the manager of Company B. Always having 
products on hand is the best service to the costumer the company can provide. 

Another benefit that Company B describes is that the product flow within the store runs 
much smother when using a VMI system, meaning that products moves directly from the 
transportation to the shelves. This can be seen as a benefit both for the company and for 
the costumers that shops there. According to Company B, having a store that is up-to-date, 
gives better return of investment, more sales equals more profits. Company B is using a 
system where all information travels automatically and all the information exchange goes 
from through computers. Minimum human interaction helps the system to be more accu-
rate and can guarantee that all products are looked after. The only human interaction the 
system has is when the maximum- and minimum levels are decided, and when seasonal 
products are to be ordered. 

More benefits mention by the Company B manager is that the local warehouse spaces are 
almost zero after implementing the VMI system. Their warehouse spaces at the store, is 
not needed because of the system and the well trimmed logistics, since all ordered products 
are meant to be in store within 24 hours. This gives Company B the advantage by having 
almost zero products in stock and thereby having less capital tied up in products.  

To conclude the interview, the benefits for company B are: 

• Always have an up-to-date inventory level 
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• An up-to-date inventory gives better return of investment. 

• Stock-outs are very rare, almost none existing. 

• Product flow within the store runs much smother.  

• Warehouse spaces are almost none existing. 

• Less capital tied up in products.  
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5 Analysing the result 
The purpose of this report is to discover the benefits companies received after implementing a VMI system. 
These benefits are then analysed and compared with benefits that are described in the literature.   

We have done our theoretical research and also our interviews at the companies, and will 
now connect- and reflect them so they represent our purpose. We have decided to divide 
the analysis into the same three categories used when explaining VMI benefits. These cate-
gories will now contain an interaction of what the authors of the theory mentioned, and 
what the interviews said. We believed that it was the best way for you as a reader to have 
the same perspective on what the theoretical benefits are compared to the benefits men-
tioned by companies. 

5.1 Costs  
Waller (1999) and Kuk (2004) both discuss in their articles that cost reduction is one of the 
most important benefits when using a VMI system. Waller et al. (2004) says that a company 
that uses more efficient ways to refill their inventories like with VMI, will lower their costs. 
This is done according to the two companies by having minimum amount of items in stock 
and by needing less inventory space. By using a more efficient way to control your logistics, 
much money is to be saved. According to Company A, a VMI system will provide them 
with having fewer items on buffer stock, leading to less needed warehouse space and giving 
the company an opportunity to reduce costs by having less capital tied up. Company B de-
scribe that by using a more efficient way to re-supply their inventory they will have up-to-
date products that gives them better return of investment, as the manager said, “more sales 
equals more profits”. This is exactly what Ireland & Crum (2005) mentions, that if the in-
ventory continuously was re-supplied, it will bring increased inventory turnover, leading to 
a reduced amount of inventory, giving less capital tied up.  

One thing mentioned by manager of Company A is that employees don’t really see that 
having stock and a good delivery accuracy is all about economy. They do not see the real 
economical reason why the company uses VMI, as the managers see, but rather the con-
venient reason that a VMI system provides them with. 

Dr Kuk (2004) explains by using a VMI system, inventory holdings and inventory levels 
have been reduced because of the information exchange between supplier and distributor. 
This is a very important factor when companies need to reduce costs and both the compa-
nies interviewed have a well-developed information exchange with their suppliers. Both 
companies also explain that their only storage of products is the shelves in the store. 

Dr Kuk (2004) further explains that companies will lower their operative expenses when 
they don’t need certain people doing the ordering process manually. With a VMI system 
they will be re-supplied automatically and when needed based on a demand forecast ana-
lyse. This brings faster inventory turnovers, which lowers the inventory costs. Both Com-
pany A and B are using product information to decide their future demand forecast and 
thereby conducting a demand forecast analyse. Both the size of the maximum- and the 
minimum levels are discussed with the supplier to match the real demand for that specific 
product. According to Company B, this is very important having good data to conduct this 
demand analyse. Grocery products have a time limit before the product must be destroyed 
and any unsold product will only be an expense, therefore are these analyses important fac-
tor when reducing costs. 
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5.2 Service 
As Fox (1996) explains, the service to the distributor from the supplier has improved when 
using EDI. These thoughts are also indirect shared by the two different company managers 
interviewed, and we will explain how. 

Manager A says that the delivery accuracy has improved after the implementation of the 
VMI system. All the products that reach the store are on time and contain the correct 
amount of items. Company B is working with groceries, and have a 24 hour rule in receiv-
ing ordered products, meaning that the service, material and informational flow, between 
the distributor and the store must work flawless. The manager of Company B also shares 
what both Fox (1996) and Manager A says, that the service to the distributor from the sup-
plier has improved, and thereby helping the company to reach a higher level of end cus-
tomer service. 

As described above, almost all the benefits mentioned by the managers from the two dif-
ferent companies have been put into practice thanks to the use of EDI and up-to-date in-
formation flows. Both the managers and the authors keep mentioning the importance of 
lesser inventory and the importance of on time delivery is giving the end customers better 
service with up-to-date products on the shelves, and no stock outs. Furthermore, both 
Waller (1999) and Kuk (2004) agree that the usage of a VMI system creates the opportunity 
to capture real-time information when downloading information from the distributor. This 
will help the companies using VMI systems, to bring more accurate deliveries. As the man-
ager for Company A told us, they have a 98 % assortment guarantee for 15,000 different 
products. This would be impossible without the VMI system. By always having products 
on hand when needed, the company have received a lot of positive feedback from their 
customers, which also shows that the service to the distributor from the supplier has im-
proved when using EDI. 

According to the manager at Company B, by always having products on hand and when 
needed, is seen as the best service to the end customer the company can provide. This is 
what Waller at al. (1999) describes when they talks about that the end customer will get an 
advantage when the service is improved. Although there is a big difference between the 
two companies, when Company A receive a lot of positive feedback Company B doesn’t. 
Company B are expected to provide this service for their customers, u may call that an un-
written rule. 

Everything from the ordering procedures to the transportation of the production to the 
store is value adding for the customer. If the information flows flawless the products will 
be on hand when customers need them, and thereby the companies never have to worry 
about stock-outs. Both companies is very dependent on having products on hand when 
needed, this is seen by both companies as a service that has improved significantly since af-
ter the implementation of the VMI system.     

5.3 Inventory  
According to Kumar & Kumar (2003), the most obvious reason to choose VMI is to re-
duce inventory. Kumar & Kumar (2003) also argue for that a VMI system will help the 
company to reduce stock outs, reduce forecast planning by the distributors and reduce the 
activities of purchasing. Company A says that the best benefits are that the warehouse 
space has been reduced drastically and that they can get a better overview of sales and in-
ventory with the information system. However the biggest and most vital benefit for Com-
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pany A is delivery accuracy through timeliness and correct amount. This delivery accuracy 
has given Company A the advantages to be able to have a wide range of assortment in the 
store, in this case they have 98% assortment guarantee for 15,000 different products.  They 
have a 2% margin that is due to supplier problem or non-available products. This would 
never have been possible when using the old manual system to make orders. Company B 
has approximately 70,000 products and the manager says that it wouldn’t work to handle 
the amount of products without a VMI system. 

Kumar & Kumar says that when using VMI system the supplier will always be updated 
with accurate information and with the information the supplier can reduce stock outs. For 
Company B this is crucial, they have a rule when ordering, saying that the delivery to the 
store can never take more then 24 hours after the signal has been sent. This is connected to 
the fact that they work with groceries, and groceries have a best before date on their prod-
ucts making it crucial to have quick deliveries.  

Both Company A and B mentions by having the delivery accuracy from their suppliers they 
both do not really need a warehouse, except for the products kept on the store shelves. 
Thanks to the VMI they always have products in the store and stock outs are very rare. 
They also say that by having a well-trimmed logistic process, they can gain from the use of 
VMI through reducing capital tied up when they are no longer in need of a buffer stock.   
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6 Conclusion 
This section concludes the analyses with our own thoughts, and describes if the problem of the thesis is being 
answered.  

A VMI system is as we think the new way of doing business in certain areas. Without a well 
functioning system to handle your inventory organisations will not be able to compete with 
their competitors on today’s tough markets. To focus more and more on the organisations 
core competence is the only way to be a successful organisation today; this can be done us-
ing a VMI system. 

After examining both the benefits gathered from different authors in theory, with the em-
pirical findings gathered from the two interviews, we concluded that the similarity between 
the two parts is obvious. As seen in this thesis, we categorised the benefits from theory into 
three different categories: costs, service and inventory. We made these categorisations be-
cause we wanted to give you, as a reader, a better view of the benefits, and if they can be 
beneficial to the company in more than one business aspect. We found that the benefits 
gathered from the interviews for each and every category reflects the benefits gathered 
from literature. The similarity was eloquent, and still is, when we started analysing and 
comparing the benefits with each other, very few of the benefits included in literature are 
excluded in the interviews with the company managers.   

The benefits excluded by the company managers can be seen as chain reaction of benefits 
that the managers did mention during the interviews. Chain reactions of benefits are when 
a benefit breeds or creates a new benefit through creating new improved processes, maybe 
even in another benefit category. A benefit mentioned by a manager, may have an impact 
on other process creating new benefits for the company, without the manager realizing it. 
That is why it is very important to analyse the data and compare the benefits mentioned by 
the managers with the benefits mentioned in literature. To get the complete view of the 
benefits from using a VMI system, it is very important that we know which benefits are re-
lated to which. We can thereby see the connections between benefit’s relations to each 
other and the categories created. Costs benefits can for an example have an impact on ser-
vice or inventory benefits and vice versa.   

Do the benefits of a VMI system described in theories, match the benefits experienced by 
an organisation?  

With the knowledge gathered from this thesis, we can conclude that the experienced bene-
fits found by an organization using a VMI system highly represents the benefits described 
in the theories from literature. By looking at chain reactions of benefits we could find that 
benefits excluded by the manager were still included, because of chain reactions with other 
benefits and the benefits mentioned by a manager is linked to a benefit in another category 
because of the chain reaction. We can thereby include some benefits missed out by manag-
ers, and conclude that the benefits from the literature really were the ones that the manag-
ers experienced at their companies. 
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7 Discussion 
This chapter will handle our own thoughts about the thesis and a reflection of our work will also be found 
in this chapter. 

We will start this discussion part by saying that we think that we have reached our expecta-
tions for this thesis. We have reached all the goals that were set for this thesis, and we 
learned a lot while writing it, both about VMI systems and the work behind thesis and re-
port works. 

We found in this report, that without a VMI system these two organisations would not be 
able to compete with their competitors. These two companies would most certainly not be 
able to compete on today’s hard market without a well functioning VMI system. Cus-
tomer’s demand that products are at service when they want them, if this is not applied, 
then they would change store and company and move over to a competitor.  

To be as competitive as possible organisations, must be able to trim their organisation so 
everything unnecessary for the organisation will be removed or changed to be more effi-
cient. A well functioning VMI system can really help an organisation to cut down on costs 
wherever it is possible to maximize revenue and minimizing loss. Delivery accuracy and 
less warehouse area are where the big money is saved for the organisations interviewed.  

Reflection   
Looking back at the writing of this thesis, we have learnt a lot about both the subject itself 
but also about which kind of methods to be used to get the results we were looking for. We 
chose to do a semi-constructed interview at two different companies. When performing an 
interview it is very important to ask the right questions and especially to the right person, 
so we really gather information that is important. It can be very hard to perform an inter-
view, and especially when it is the first time for us doing this kind of study. By changing the 
method used in this report into a quantitative study, were a survey would be the tool in-
stead of an interview, we still belief that we would get more out of using the method that 
we used, instead of using a quantitative survey with more participators. More participators 
would give a study with more results and we could have been covering more companies in 
more markets, but we would have lost the chance to ask more in to depth questions and 
thereby lose our depth in the thesis. Another method we think could be possible is to use a 
quantitative survey, and then select a random selection of companies, that had made the 
survey, to interview. In this way we would have a chance to receive both depth and 
breadth. This last method would take a lot of time and energy and is therefore not really 
suitable for our thesis, but the result could and probably would be more accurate then the 
result received by us. 

If these interviews had been performed by another person the results may not have been 
the same, maybe they would have got a different conclusion than we did and maybe they 
would have thought of more follow up questions than we did. This is because an interview 
has a lot to do with interpretations of answers from the interviewed. We used our knowl-
edge and experience to interpret the answers, maybe will a person with more knowledge 
and experience interpreted the answers differently. We have therefore also found out that 
having an interpretation that is completely objective is more or less impossible. Our inter-
pretations were made of normative thoughts, although we tried to keep these thoughts at 
the side as much as possible. This was not easy, and we believe that our study got inter-
preted with more normative thoughts than planned from the start. 
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Appendix 1: Interview questions 
How does your VMI system work? 

This is asked to make sure that we are talking about the same kind of VMI system.  

What are the major effects that VMI has given your company? 

This question is crucial for the purpose of our thesis. We are trying to see the major 
changes the VMI has done for the company, without telling them to only mention bene-
fits.  

What other effects have you experienced VMI has done for your company, both 
positive and negative?  

This question is asked to get other changes the VMI system has given the company.  

What difficulties has your company encountered before using a VMI system and 
after when using one? 

 To see if the disadvantaged and the complications that are mentioned in the theory is the 
same as in the real world when implementation a VMI system. 

How has VMI affected your sale? 

To see if sales has improved with the VMI system. 

How has VMI affected your profitability? 

If the company’s profitability has improved with the VMI system. 

Has the use of VMI affected your stock area? 

To see if the company are using less stock area when using the VMI system. 

Has your company got better feed back from consumers, e.g. stock outs?  

If the end-consumer has noticed anything and if any feedback has been received.  

Before you implemented VMI, what ware the expectations that VMI could do for 
your company? 

To see what they thought the use of VMI could do for the company and if they reached 
the expectations by comparing this answer to earlier answers from the interview. 

What do the employees think about using a VMI system? 

This is asked to see if the employees understand the system, and if they know how to use 
it. This question will answer if the whole company and staff are integrated with the sys-
tem. 

Finally, do you think the positive effects overrun the negative effects?  

This is a crucial question to see if the advantages are larger then the disadvantages for the 
use of VMI. 

 


